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Dario Franchitti poses alongside the Titus Award
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AARWBA All-America Team Event Photo Scrapbook!
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In 2005 the Bob Russo Founders Award was
inaugurated. In 2004 President Brandel assigned Bill Marvel, the founding Secretary, to
chair a committee of Deke Houlgate, Dick Mittman and Norm Froscher to establish the
award, the rules governing the annual selection of the recipient and awarding of the honor.
Also the committee was to choose a worthy
recipient of the first award.
Nominees must meet the requirement that
they: “Have demonstrated profound interest
tireless efforts and undying dedication to auto
racing, as exemplified by Founder Bob Russo,
throughout his lifelong career.”
The following rules apply to the award:
who have held membership for at least five
years, may make a nomination.

The award is an individual plaque with a likeness of
Bob Russo, the AARWBA logo and the following
wording there on, “Presented Annually by AARWBA
to an individual who has demonstrated profound
interest, tireless efforts and undying dedication to
auto racing, as exemplified by our founder Bob Russo throughout his career.”

must have been involved for at least five
years.
Membership of AARWBA must be a member
for five previous years.

A permanent plaque, with the same information as
the individual one, with individual nameplate spaces
is displayed in the Media Center at the Indianapolis
Motor Speedway. Gary and Collene Campbell, to
celebrate the lives of Mickey and Trudy Thompson,
Collene’s brother and sister-in-law, sponsor the
award.

Award’s Committee.
the award while serving on the Committee.

Past winners are Mike Knight, Chris Economacki,
Bob Jenkins and Shav Glick.

for one reason or another, the committee will
select a chairman by vote.
recipient selection by the committee. In cases
of ties the AARWBA President will make deciding vote.
form of 150 words, email or regular mail, to the
Chairman of the Founder’s Award Committee.
Nominations must contain the signature and
year of initial membership of the one making
the nomination. Nominations must be received
by March first of each year.

Send nominations to
Chairman Bill Marvel at:
billmarvel@gmailcom
or mailing address at
4866 KY 49,
Liberty, KY 42539.
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Bob Russo Founders Award

MIA Green Conference

Formula One Survey

Once again this year, the MIA (Motorsports
Industry Association), together with SEMA
are holding "The Race has gone Green"
conference during the Toyota Grand Prix of
Long Beach weekend. This event is free to
the media and is being held on Friday, April
16th at the Long Beach Convention Center.

Submitted by Gil Bouffard
Here's Your Chance To Tell The F1 Heavies What
You Think! I've just completed a Formula One Fan
survey supported by the FormulaOne Teams Association (FOTA), the electronics company LG and theEnglish magazine F1 Racing. It is considered an in-depth
research into how the sport can be made better.

What is the purpose of the conference?
To share information on the latest energy
efficient developments in powertrain, materials, aerodynamics and vehicle dynamics.
To bring together leaders from motorsport
companies, car manufacturers, aerospace
companies, new energy companies and
their technology suppliers for networking
and business development.

The survey can be accessed at:
www.lgf1racingfansurvey.com or from the website
www.fastlinesinternational.com

Demonstrate the current UK position in
delivering innovative advanced energy efficient solutions in the automotive and high
performance engineering sectors, and to
hear from a USA perspective.

I was disappointed that the survey didn't allow for individual commentary. But, today most surveys ask for
you to fill in the blanks.

Discuss new and ongoing business opportunities associated with high performance
engineering, energy efficiency and the development of low carbon automotive applications.
Current speakers confirmed (at the middle
of February) include: ALMS' Scott Atherton,
Les MacTaggart of the IZOD IndyCar Series, Paul (Lord) Drayson, UK Government
Science Minister who races an ALMS LM
P1 Lola, Forrest Patterson, director of research for Michelin and reigning ALMS LM
P1 champion David Brabham.
If interested, please contact Jeremy Burne
at: jbftauto@aol.com

Available in 16 languages, you are asked for your
opinion on favorite drivers, venues, how the sport's
promotion can be improved, insight into how you follow the sport and what improvements you would like
to see to improve the spectacle. The results of the survey will be taken on board by FOTA and used as a
blueprint for making F1 better in the future.

As most of you who have ever read my opinions know
that I am very much a customer service person and
believe that Formula One and most high level forms of
auto racing isolate the race fan (aka customer) from
the racing personality. The ultimate customer in auto
racing is the Racing Fan and when the Racing Teams,
Sponsors and Marketing Heavies finally understand
that butts in the seats are more important than corporate pagodas and the wannabee's that populate the
paddock, the better Formula One will be!
As well as contributing an opinion that could help
make F1 better, everyone who completes a survey will
have the chance to win $1,600 worth of LG goodies .

Do you have a favorite old photo of you,
at work, covering motorsports?
If so, please send it to the
editor - with a short caption - and
we will run it in a future issue of
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News & Notes

That Really Hurts, Jeff
One of my favorite guilty pleasures is sitting down
from time to time to watch Pawn Stars, a reality
show centered around the Harrison family and their
business, the Gold & Silver Pawn Shop in Las Vegas.

Dale Earnhardt, and he's a pretty special driver. He got
this award in 1997, and he won the Daytona 500 that
year, so that's why this is a pretty special piece.”

Imagine my surprise when the first customer
through the door on this particular night is carrying
something very familiar. It's a gleaming gold AARWBA Horsepower Trophy, and he's looking to unload it.

The scene switches to a back room at the shop, where
an obviously excited Harrison speaks directly to the camera.

“What have we got here?” asked Rick Harrison.
“What we have here is a personal Jeff Gordon trophy that was presented to him in 1997 by the
American Sportswriters Association,” the mustachioed, forty-something man replied in his best I'mgoing-to sell-you-something-today voice.

“Jeff Gordon is a NASCAR legend, and to have a personal trophy from his own collection walk into my store –
that's amazing!”
Back at the counter, Harrison asks the customer if he
has a letter with the trophy.
“You mean a letter of authenticity?”
“I mean something from the auction or something like
that – I just want to make sure you didn't go to his house
and steal it.”

“Oh, OK,” said Harrison.
“This trophy is a very big deal – it's handed out
once a year to the top five drivers in NASCAR, so
it's a very valuable piece, especially coming from a
driver's personal collection,” said Mustache.
“I'm a huge NASCAR fan, and I got this at a charity
auction in 1998,” he replied in response to Harrison's query as to how he came to be in possession
of the coveted statuette.”This was actually given to
Jeff Gordon and donated by him.”
So far the customer is out-bartering the barter expert, and he's not about to ease up on Harrison
until he delivers every bit of his obviously well-rehearsed patter.

“Yeah – I have a receipt from the auction.”
At this point, Harrison's well-honed pawnbroker instincts
kick in. He wants the trophy, but he needs to downplay it
as much as possible.
“The item is really cool, but the problem with NASCAR
stuff is that there are hundreds of thousands of NASCAR
items out there – it's the most most marketed product
there is, I think. They even have NASCAR diapers.”
Mustache is wise to this strategy, however, and counters
immediately.

“Jeff Gordon is kind of a special driver who at this
point in time is fourth all-time in NASCAR wins. His
fan base is one of the biggest in NASCAR. Years
ago there was a pretty good feud between him and

“This is not mass-produced - it's something that's totally
one-of-a-kind. Pieces like this don't come on the market
very often, especially when they come out of a driver's
personal trophy collection.”

Continued on next page
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By Brian Wood

Jeff Gordon + Trophy continued

“Do you want to pawn it or sell it?”
“I want to sell it because I've decided to trim my
collection down.”
“How much do you want for it?”
“I'd really like to get a thousand dollars for it because that's what I paid for it and I really believe
that a personal trophy like this should hold its value
really well.”

We don’t have a “Member Spotlight” feature in this
issue, and that’s a shame. But you can fix the
problem by volunteering to be the next member in
the spotlight! Simply send Andy Hartwell a quick
email saying you are interested and he will contact
you. A telephone conversation will follow at a
mutually acceptable date and time. And you will have
an opportunity to review the final write up before it
goes to print. Easy, right? And what a great addition
to your resume!
“I was interviewed for the AARWBA newsletter!”

Andy’s email address is: ashartwell@att.net

“How much do you really want for it?”
“You know, this is something that's not...
Cutting his adversary off in mid-spiel, Harrison delivers the master stroke.

A Banquet Is Born!

“I'll give you four hundred bucks.”
“Come on, man – you've got to know that this is
something that's going to go up there in your case
and you're going to cherish it. This is a good piece
and you're never going to find one like it anywhere
else. I think you deserve to have it.”
“Do you sell cars for a living or something? Normally I wouldn't bend so easily, but I'll give you five
hundred for it.”
Advantage Mr. Harrison.

Before the banquet Dean Case of Mazda and
the John Force team members tackle the
banquet set-up. (Anne Proffit photo)

“OK – I'll take it. Thanks very much.”
Interesting that he accepted the offer without much
of a fight. Apparently the trophy didn't mean any
more to him than it did to the original recipient.
Hopefully Gordon at least recognized that he was
presented the award by the American Auto Racing
Writers & Broadcasters Association, and not the
non-existent American Sportswriters Association.

Banquet set-up complete
(Kay Nichols photo)

Was this a slap in the face by Gordon, a message
that he had little regard or respect for the organization and the honor its members bestowed upon
him, or was it a genuine effort to donate something
unique and special in order to help a charity raise
as much money as possible?
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Member Spotlight?

Finally, the time for talk is over, and it's down to
some serious negotiating.

2010 All-America Event Photos
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2010 All-America Event Photos
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2010 All-America NHRA Tour Photos
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